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The Ike Age
STEPHEN E. AMBROSE

Dwight David Eisenhower, the supreme commander of Allied forces in Europe during
1944 and 1945, was America’s greatest hero in the postwar years. In 1952, the Republicans chose this balding, avuncular, mild-mannered soldier to win the White House
back for the GOP after twenty straight years of Democratic chief executives. No Republican had occupied the White House since Herbert Hoover, whom much of the country
had blamed for the crash and Depression. In the 1952 election, Eisenhower soundly defeated liberal Democrat Adlai E. Stevenson and went on to serve two terms in the
White House. He left such a mark that the 1950s became popularly known as the
Eisenhower years, or “the Ike Age.”
For some contemporary critics, his mark was entirely negative, for they thought him
an inept president who spent more time on the golf course than in tending to affairs of
state. When he did attend to his job, such critics contended, his policies only worsened
Cold War tensions. He ended up adopting Truman’s containment policy and even announced “the domino theory,” which held that if the West allowed the Communists to
take over one country, they would seize its neighbors, then their neighbors, and so on
until they had conquered the world. Other contemporary critics, however, regarded Ike as
a masterful statesman who ended the Korean War, opposed military intervention in the
internal struggles of other nations, and presided over a period of domestic prosperity.
In the years just after his presidency, historians tended to side with Eisenhower’s hostile critics and rate him a poor chief executive. But more recently, with new evidence and
new perspectives, scholars took another look at Eisenhower and liked what they saw.
Their “revisionist” view has had a considerable influence on the current generation, so
much so that a recent poll of historians and presidential scholars ranked Ike ninth on the
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list of presidents. In this selection, historian Stephen E. Ambrose, author of an authoritative two-volume biography of Eisenhower, evaluates the revisionist assessment of Ike
and concludes that his record is indeed enviable. In the course of his discussion, Ambrose
sheds light on the process of historical interpretation, the way historians use evidence to
assess a figure and an era.

GLOSSARY

ince Andrew Jackson left the White House in
1837, 33 men have served as president of the
United States. Of that number, only [five]
have managed to serve eight consecutive years in the
office — Ulysses Grant, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin
Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, [and Ronald Reagan]. Of these [five], only two were also world figures in a field outside politics — Grant and Eisenhower — and only two had a higher reputation and
broader popularity when they left office than when
they entered — Roosevelt and Eisenhower.
Given this record of success, and the relative failure
of Ike’s successors, it is no wonder that there is an
Eisenhower revival going on. . . . Another major reason for the current Eisenhower boom is nostalgia for
the 1950s — a decade of peace with prosperity, a 1.5
percent annual inflation rate, self-sufficiency in oil and
other precious goods, balanced budgets, and domestic
tranquility. Eisenhower “revisionism,” now proceeding at full speed, gives Ike himself much of the credit
for these accomplishments.
The reassessment of Eisenhower is based on a
multitude of new sources, as well as new perspectives, which have become available only in the past
few years. The most important of these is Ike’s private diary, which he kept on a haphazard basis from
the late 1930s to his death in 1969. Other sources

S

BROWN v. BOARD OF EDUCATION OF
TOPEKA (1954) Landmark case in which the
United States Supreme Court outlawed segregated
public schools (see selection 24).
COOK, BLANCHE WIESEN Eisenhower
scholar who maintains that Eisenhower was a
“captive hero,” an instrument of the multinational
corporations “to fight for the world they wanted.”
DULLES, JOHN FOSTER Eisenhower’s
secretary of state (1953–1959) and a militant cold
warrior who believed that threats of “massive
nuclear retaliation” were the best way to deal with
the Communist world.
HO CHI MINH Leader of the Vietnamese
nationalist–Communist forces, the Vietminh, that
fought to liberate Vietnam from French colonial
rule; Ho’s forces defeated the French army at Dien
Bien Phu (see selection 25).
POWERS, FRANCIS GARY Pilot of a U-2
surveillance, or spy, plane who was shot down over
the Soviet Union in 1960; furious at this invasion of
Soviet air space, Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet premier
and Communist party chief, canceled a scheduled
summit meeting with the American president.
WARREN, EARL Appointed chief justice of the
Supreme Court by President Eisenhower in 1953,
Warren wrote the opinion in the Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka decision and presided over the
most activist Supreme Court in American history.

From Stephen E. Ambrose, “The Age of Ike,” in “The Ike Age,”
New Republic (May 9, 1981). Reprinted by permission of the New
Republic, © 1981, The New Republic, Inc.
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include his extensive private correspondence with
his old military and new big business friends, his
telephone conversations (which he had taped or
summarized by his secretary, who listened in surreptitiously), minutes of meetings of the cabinet and of
the National Security Council, and the extensive
diary of his press secretary, the late James Hagerty.
Study of these documents has changed the predominant scholarly view of Eisenhower from, in the
words of the leading revisionist, political scientist
Fred Greenstein of Princeton, one of “an aging hero
who reigned more than he ruled and who lacked the
energy, motivation, and political skill to have a significant impact on events,” to a view of Ike as “politically astute and informed, actively engaged in
putting his personal stamp on public policy, [a man
who] applied a carefully thought-out conception of
leadership to the conduct of his presidency.”
The revisionist portrait of Ike contains many new
features. Far from being a “part-time” president who
preferred the golf course to the Oval Office, he
worked an exhausting schedule, reading more and
carrying on a wider correspondence than appeared at
the time. Instead of the “captive hero” who was a
tool of the millionaires in his cabinet, Ike made a
major effort to convince the Republican right wing
to accept the New Deal reforms, an internationalist
foreign policy, and the need to modernize and liberalize the Republican party. Rather than ducking the
controversial issue of Joseph McCarthy, Eisenhower
strove to discredit the senator. Ike’s failure to issue a
public endorsement of Brown v. Topeka was not
based on any fundamental disagreement with the
Warren Court’s ruling [against segregated public
schools], but rather on his understanding of the separation, the balance, of powers in the US government
— he agreed with the decision, it turns out, and was
a Warren supporter. Nor was Ike a tongue-tied general of terrible syntax; he was a careful speaker and
an excellent writer who confused his audiences only
when he wanted to do so.

Most of all, the revisionists give Eisenhower high
marks for ending the Korean War, staying out of
Vietnam, and keeping the peace elsewhere. They
argue that these achievements were neither accidental nor lucky, but rather the result of carefully conceived policies and firm leadership at the top. The
revisionists also praise Ike for holding down defense
costs, a key factor in restraining inflation while
maintaining prosperity.
Altogether, the “new” Ike is an appealing figure,
not only for his famous grin and winning personality, but also because he wisely guided us through
perilous times.
“The bland leading the bland.” So the nightclub
comics characterized the Eisenhower administration.
Much of the blandness came from Ike’s refusal to
say, in public, anything negative about his fellow
politicians. His lifelong rule was to refuse to discuss
personalities. But in the privacy of his diary, . . . he
could be sarcastic, slashing, and bitter.
In 1953, when Ike was president and his old colleague from the war, Winston Churchill, was prime
minister, the two met in Bermuda. Churchill, according to Ike,
has developed an almost childlike faith that all of the answers to world problems are to be found merely in BritishAmerican partnership. . . . He is trying to relive the days of
World War II. In those days he had the enjoyable feeling
that he and our president were sitting on some rather
Olympian platform . . . and directing world affairs. Even if
this picture were an accurate one of those days, it would
have no application to the present. But it was only partially
true, even then, as many of us who . . . had to work out
the solutions for nasty local problems are well aware.

That realistic sense of the importance of any one individual, even a Churchill or a Roosevelt, was basic
to Eisenhower’s thought. Back in 1942, with reference to MacArthur, Ike scribbled in his diary that
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in modern war, “no one person can be a Napoleon
or a Caesar.” What was required was teamwork and
cooperation.
Although Lyndon Johnson, John F. Kennedy,
Hubert Humphrey, and other Democratic senators
of the 1950s catch hell from time to time in Ike’s
diary, he reserved his most heartfelt blasts for the
Republicans (he never expected much from the
Democrats anyway). Thus, Ike wrote of Senator
William Knowland of California, “In his case there
seems to be no final answer to the question ‘How
stupid can you get?’” In Eisenhower the President . . .
William Bragg Ewald Jr., a former Eisenhower
speechwriter, records that when Republicans urged
Ike to convince [New York Governor] Nelson
Rockefeller to take the second place on a 1960
ticket with Richard Nixon, Ike did so, rather halfheartedly, and then reported on Rockefeller: “He is
no philosophical genius. It is pretty hard to get him
in and tell him something of his duty. He has a personal ambition that is overwhelming.” Eisenhower
told Nixon that the only way to persuade Rockefeller to run for the vice presidency was for Nixon to
promise to step aside in Rockefeller’s favor in 1964.
Ike didn’t like “politics,” and he positively disliked “politicians.” The behind-the-scenes compromises, the swapping of votes for pork-barrel purposes, the willingness to abandon conviction in
order to be on the popular side all nearly drove him
to distraction. His favorite constitutional reform was
to limit congressional terms to two for the Senate
and three or four for the House, in order to eliminate the professional politician from American life.
Nor did Ike much like the press. “The members of
this group,” he wrote in his diary, “are far from being
as important as they themselves consider,” but he did
recognize that “they have a sufficient importance . . .
in the eyes of the average Washington officeholder to
insure that much government time is consumed in
courting favor with them and in dressing up ideas and
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programs so that they look as saleable as possible.”
Reporters, Ike wrote, “have little sense of humor and,
because of this, they deal in negative criticism rather
than in any attempt toward constructive helpfulness.”
(Murray Kempton, in some ways the first Eisenhower
revisionist, recalled how journalists had ridiculed Ike’s
amiability in the 1950s, while the president actually
had intelligently confused and hoodwinked them.
Kempton decided that Eisenhower was a cunning
politician whose purpose was “never to be seen in
what he did.”)
The people Ike did like, aside from his millionaire
friends, were those men who in his view rose above
politics, including [his brother] Milton Eisenhower,
Robert Anderson, and Earl Warren. Of Milton, Ike
wrote in 1953, “I believe him to be the most knowledgeable and widely informed of all the people with
whom I deal. . . . So far as I am concerned, he is at
this moment the most highly qualified man in the
United States to be president. This most emphatically makes no exception of me. . . .” Had he not
shrunk from exposing Milton to a charge of benefiting from nepotism, Ike would have made his
younger brother a member of his cabinet.
In 1966, during an interview in Eisenhower’s
Gettysburg office, I asked him who was the most intelligent man he had ever met, expecting a long
pause while he ran such names as Marshall, Roosevelt, de Gaulle, Churchill, Truman, or Khrushchev
through his mind. But Ike never hesitated: “Robert
Anderson,” he said emphatically. Anderson, a Texan
and a Democrat, served Ike in various capacities, including secretary of the navy and secretary of the
treasury. Now Ewald reveals for the first time that
Eisenhower offered Anderson the second spot on the
Republican ticket for 1956 and wanted Anderson to
be his successor. Anderson turned down the President because he thought the offer was politically unrealistic.
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Which inevitably brings up the subject of Richard
Nixon. Eisenhower’s relations with Nixon have long
been a puzzle. Ike tried to get Nixon to resign during the 1952 campaign, but Nixon saved himself
with the Checkers speech [in which he announced,
“I’m not a quitter,” and vowed to continue fighting
“crooks and Communists”]. In 1956 Ike attempted
to maneuver Nixon off the ticket by offering him a
high-level cabinet post, but Nixon dug in his heels
and used his connections with the right wing of the
party to stay in place. And in 1960, Ike’s campaign
speeches for Nixon were distinctly unenthusiastic.
Still, Eisenhower and Nixon never severed their ties.
Ike stuck with Nixon throughout his life. He often
remarked that Nixon’s defeat by Kennedy was one
of his greatest disappointments. And, of course, his
grandson married one of Nixon’s daughters. Sad to
say, neither the diary nor the private correspondence
offers any insights into Eisenhower’s gut feelings toward Nixon. The relationship between the two men
remains a puzzle.
Some writers used to say the same about the
Eisenhower–Earl Warren relationship, but thanks to
Ike’s diary, Ewald’s book, and the correspondence,
we now have a better understanding of Eisenhower’s
feelings toward Warren personally, and toward his
Court. In December 1955, Jim Hagerty suggested
that if Ike could not run for a second term for reasons of health, Warren might make a good nominee.
“Not a chance,” Ike snapped back, “and I’ll tell you
why. I know that the Chief Justice is very happy
right where he is. He wants to go down in history as
a great Chief Justice, and he certainly is becoming
one. He is dedicated to the Court and is getting the
Court back on its feet and back in respectable standing again.”
Eisenhower and Warren were never friends; as
Ewald writes, “For more than seven years they sat,
each on his eminence, at opposite ends of Pennsylvania Avenue, by far the two most towering figures
in Washington, each playing out a noble role, in

tragic inevitable estrangement.” And he quotes Attorney General Herbert Brownell as saying, “Both
Eisenhower and Warren were very reserved men. If
you’d try to put your arm around either of them,
he’d remember it for sixty days.”
Ike had a great deal of difficulty with Brown v.
Topeka, but more because of his temperament than
for any racist reasons. He was always an evolutionist
who wanted to move forward through agreement
and compromise, not command and force. Ike much
preferred consensus to conflict. Yet Ewald argues
that he privately recognized the necessity and justice
of Brown v. Topeka. Even had that not been so, he
would have supported the Court, because — as he
carefully explained to one of his oldest and closest
friends, Sweed Hazlett, in a private letter — “I hold
to the basic purpose. There must be respect for the
Constitution — which means the Supreme Court’s
interpretation of the Constitution — or we shall
have chaos. This I believe with all my heart — and
shall always act accordingly.”
Precisely because of that feeling, Eisenhower
never made a public declaration of support for the
Brown v. Topeka decision, despite the pleas of liberals, intellectuals, and many members of the White
House staff that he do so. He felt that once the
Supreme Court had spoken, the president had no
right to second guess nor any duty to support the decision. The law was the law. That Ike was always
ready to uphold the law, he demonstrated decisively
when he sent the U.S. Army into Little Rock in
1957 to enforce court-ordered desegregation.
Despite his respect for Warren and the Court,
when I asked Eisenhower in 1965 what was his
biggest mistake, he replied heatedly, “The appointment of that S.O.B. Earl Warren.” Shocked, I
replied, “General, I always thought that was your
best appointment.” “Let’s not talk about it,” he responded, and we did not. Now that I have seen the
flattering and thoughtful references to Warren in the
diary, I can only conclude that Eisenhower’s anger at
Warren was the result of the criminal rights case of
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the early 1960s, not the desegregation decisions of
the 1950s.*
. . . Ike also refused publicly to condemn Senator
McCarthy, again despite the pleas of many of his
own people, including his most trusted advisor, Milton. Ike told Milton, “I will not get into a pissing
contest with that skunk.”
The revisionists now tell us that the president was
working behind the scenes, using the “hidden hand”
to encourage peaceful desegregation and to censure
McCarthy. He helped Attorney General Brownell
prepare a brief from the Justice Department for the
Court on Brown v. Topeka that attacked the constitutionality of segregation in the schools. As for McCarthy, Greenstein writes that Eisenhower,
working most closely with Press Secretary Hagerty, conducted a virtual day-to-day campaign via the media and
congressional allies to end McCarthy’s political effectiveness. The overall strategy was to avoid direct mention of McCarthy in the president’s public statements, lest McCarthy
win sympathy as a spunky David battling against the presidential Goliath. Instead Eisenhower systematically condemned the types of actions in which McCarthy engaged.

Eisenhower revisionism is full of nostalgia for the
1950s, and it is certainly true that if you were white,
male, and middle class or better, it was the best
decade of the century. The 1950s saw peace and
prosperity, no riots, relatively high employment, a
growing GNP, virtually no inflation, no arms race,
no great reforms, no great changes, low taxes, little
government regulation of industry or commerce,
and a president who was trusted and admired. Politics were middle-of-the-road — Eisenhower was the

*

In a series of criminal rights decisions, most notably Miranda v.
Arizona (1966), the Warren Court ruled that police had to advise
suspects of their right to remain silent or to have an attorney present during interrogation, and that the state had to provide suspects
with counsel at state expense, if they so requested.—Ed.
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least partisan president of the century. In an essay entitled “Good-By to the ’Fifties — and Good Riddance,” historian Eric Goldman called the Eisenhower years possibly “the dullest and dreariest in all
our history.” After the turmoil of the 1960s and
1970s — war, inflation, riots, higher taxes, an arms
race, all accompanied by a startling growth in the
size, cost, and scope of the federal government —
many Americans may find the dullness and dreariness
of the 1950s appealing.
Next to peace, the most appealing fact was the 1.5
percent inflation rate. The revisionists claim that Ike
deserved much of the credit for that accomplishment
because of his insistence on a balanced budget
(which he actually achieved only twice, but he did
hold down the deficits). Ike kept down the costs by
refusing to expand the New Deal welfare services —
to the disgruntlement of the Republican right wing,
he was equally firm about refusing to dismantle the
New Deal programs — and, far more important, by
holding down defense spending.
This was, indeed, Ike’s special triumph. He feared
that an arms race with the Soviet Union would lead
to uncontrollable inflation and eventually bankrupt
the United States, without providing any additional
security. In Ike’s view, the more bombs and missiles
we built, the less secure we would be, not just because of the economic impact, but because the more
bombs we built, the more the Soviets would build.
In short, Ike’s fundamental strategy was based on his
recognition that in nuclear warfare, there is no defense and can be no winner. In that situation, one
did not need to be superior to the enemy in order to
deter him.
The Democrats, led by Senator John F. Kennedy,
criticized Ike for putting a balanced budget ahead of
national defense. They accused him of allowing a
“bomber gap” and, later, a “missile gap” to develop,
and spoke of the need to “get America moving
again.” Nelson Rockefeller and Richard Nixon
added to the hue and cry during the 1960 campaign,
when they promised to expand defense spending.
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But as long as Eisenhower was president, there was
no arms race. Neither the politicians nor the military-industrial complex could persuade Eisenhower
to spend more money on the military. Inheriting a
$50 billion defense budget from Truman, he reduced
it to $40 billion and held it there for the eight years
of his tenure.
Holding down defense costs was a longstanding
theme of Ike’s. As early as December 1945, just after
he replaced George Marshall as army chief of staff,
he jotted in his diary, “I’m astounded and appalled at
the size and scope of plans the staff sees as necessary
to maintain our security position now and in the future.” And in 1951, before he became a candidate,
he wrote in his diary that if the Congress and military could not be restrained about “this armament
business, we will go broke and still have inefficient
defenses.”
President Eisenhower was unassailable on the subject. As one senator complained, “How in hell can I
argue with Ike Eisenhower on a military matter?”
But as Ike wrote in 1956 to his friend Hazlett,
“Some day there is going to be a man sitting in my
present chair who has not been raised in the military
services and who will have little understanding of
where slashes in their estimates can be made with little or no damage. If that should happen while we
still have the state of tension that now exists in the
world, I shudder to think of what could happen in
this country.”
One reason why Ike was able to reduce the military
in a time of great tension was his intimate knowledge
of the Soviet military situation. From 1956 on, he directed a series of flights by the U-2 spy plane over the
Soviet Union. He had personally taken the lead in
getting the U-2 program started, and he kept a tight
personal control over the flights — he gave his approval to the individual flights only after a thorough
briefing on where in the USSR the planes were going
and what the CIA wanted to discover. Here too the
revisionists have shown that the contemporary feeling, especially after Francis Gary Powers was shot

down in 1960, that Ike was not in charge and hardly
knew what was going on inside his own government
is altogether wrong. He was absolutely in charge, not
only of broad policy on the use of the U-2, but of implementing details as well.
The major factor in Eisenhower’s ability to restrain defense spending was keeping the peace. His
record here is clear and impressive — he signed an
armistice in Korea less than half a year after taking
office, stayed out of Vietnam, and managed to avoid
war despite such crisis situations as Hungary and the
Suez, Quemoy and Matsu, Berlin and Cuba. The revisionists insist that the credit must go to Ike, and
they equally insist that Eisenhower, not Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles, was in command of American foreign policy in the 1950s. Dulles, says Greenstein, “was assigned the ‘get tough’ side of foreignpolicy enunciation, thus placating the fervently
anti-Communist wing of the Republican party.”
Ike, meanwhile, appeared to be above the battle,
while actually directing it on a day-to-day basis.
“In essence, Eisenhower used Dulles.” So writes
Robert Divine, one of America’s leading diplomatic
historians, in his provocative new book, Eisenhower
and the Cold War. . . . Divine concludes that “far
from being the do-nothing President of legend, Ike
was skillful and active in directing American foreign
policy.” All the revisionists agree that the contemporary idea that Dulles led Ike by the nose was a myth
that Eisenhower himself did the most to encourage.
Nevertheless, Eisenhower did have a high opinion of
his secretary of state. Divine quotes Ike’s comment
to Emmet Hughes on Dulles: “There’s only one
man I know who has seen more of the world and
talked with more people and knows more than he
does — and that’s me.”
The quotation illustrates another often overlooked Eisenhower characteristic — his immense
self-confidence. He had worked with some of the
great men of the century — Churchill, Roosevelt,
Stalin, de Gaulle, Montgomery, and many others —
long before he became president. His diary entry for
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leadership. No matter how serious the crisis seemed to
be, Ike rarely got flustered. During a war scare in the
Formosa Straits in 1955, he wrote in his diary, “I have
so often been through these periods of strain that I
have become accustomed to the fact that most of the
calamities that we anticipate really never occur.”
Ike’s self-confidence was so great that, Greenstein
writes, he had “neither a need nor a desire” to capture headlines. “He’s employed his skills to achieve
his ends by inconspicuous means.” In foreign policy,
this meant he did not issue strident warnings, did not
— in public — threaten Russia or China with specific reprisals for specific actions. Instead, he retained
his room for maneuver by deliberately spreading
confusion. He did not care if editorial writers criticized him for jumbled syntax; he wanted to keep
possible opponents guessing, and he did. For example, when asked at a March 1955 press conference if
he would use atomic bombs to defend [the islands
of] Quemoy and Matsu [off the coast of Communist
China], he replied:
President Eisenhower with his secretary of state, John Foster
Dulles. Eisenhower was content to let Dulles take much of the
credit for success in American foreign policy during the 1950s, but
recent findings by historians and biographers strongly suggest that
Eisenhower was really in charge. The firm, intelligent expression
on Ike’s face, the decisive gesture, and the energetic pose pictured
here, tend to confirm the revisionist view. (UPI/Corbis-Bettmann)

the day after his inauguration speaks to the point:
“My first day at the president’s desk. Plenty of worries and difficult problems. But such has been my
portion for a long time — the result is that this just
seems (today) like a continuation of all I’ve been
doing since July 1941 — even before that.”
Ike’s vast experience in war and peace made him
confident in crises. People naturally looked to him for

Every war is going to astonish you in the way it occurred,
and in the way it is carried out. So that for a man to predict, particularly if he has the responsibility for making the
decision, to predict what he is going to use, how he is
going to do it, would I think exhibit his ignorance of war;
that is what I believe.

As he intended, the Chinese found such statements inscrutable, as they had in Korea two years
earlier. When truce talks in Korea reached an impasse in mid-May 1953, Ike put the pressure on the
Chinese, hinting to them that the United States
might use atomic weapons if a truce could not be
arranged, and backing this up by transferring atomic
warheads to American bases in Okinawa. The Chinese then accepted a truce. As Divine writes, “Perhaps the best testimony to the shrewdness of the
President’s policy is the impossibility of telling even
now whether or not he was bluffing.”
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Nearly all observers agree that one of Ike’s greatest
accomplishments was staying out of Vietnam in the
face of intense pressure from his closest advisers to
save the French position there or, after July 1954, to
go in alone to defeat Ho Chi Minh. Ike was never
tempted. As early as March 1951 he wrote in his
diary, “I’m convinced that no military victory is possible in that kind of theater.” And in a first draft of
his memoirs, written in 1963 but not published until
1981 by Ewald, Ike wrote:
The jungles of Indochina would have swallowed up division after division of United States troops, who, unaccustomed to this kind of warfare, would have sustained heavy
casualties until they had learned to live in a new environment. Furthermore, the presence of ever more numbers of
white men in uniform probably would have aggravated
rather than assuaged Asiatic resentments.

That was hardheaded military reasoning by General Eisenhower. But President Eisenhower stayed
out of Vietnam as much for moral as for military reasons. When the Joint Chiefs suggested to him in
1954 that the United States use an atomic bomb
against the Vietminh around Dien Bien Phu, the
President said he would not be a party to using that
“terrible thing” against Asians for the second time in
less than a decade. And in another previously unpublished draft of his memoirs, he wrote:
The strongest reason of all for the United States refusal to
[intervene] is that fact that among all the powerful nations
of the world the United States is the only one with a tradition of anti-colonialism. . . . The standing of the United
States as the most powerful of the anti-colonial powers is
an asset of incalculable value to the Free World. . . . Thus
it is that the moral position of the United States was more
to be guarded than the Tonkin Delta, indeed than all of
Indochina.

Ike’s international outlook, already well known, is
highlighted by the new documents. He believed that

the bonds that tied Western Europe and the United
States together were so tight that the fate of one was
the fate of the other. In May 1947, one year before
the Marshall Plan, he wrote in his diary, in reference
to Western Europe:
I personally believe that the best thing we could now do
would be to post 5 billion to the credit of the secretary of
state and tell him to use it to support democratic movements wherever our vital interests indicate. Money should
be used to promote possibilities of self-sustaining economies, not merely to prevent immediate starvation.

And, as Blanche Wiesen Cook, another of the
new Eisenhower scholars (but no revisionist), points
out in The Declassified Eisenhower . . . , Ike’s vision of
a peaceful world . . . “involved a determination to
pursue political warfare, psychological warfare, and
economic warfare everywhere and at all times.”
Under Ike’s direction, she writes, the CIA and other
branches of the government “ended all pretentions
about territorial integrity, national sovereignty and
international law. Covert operatives were everywhere, and they were active. From bribery to assassination, no activity was unacceptable short of
nuclear war.”
Cook does stress the importance of Eisenhower’s
stance against general war and his opposition to an
arms race, but insists that these positions have to be
placed in context, a context that includes the CIAinspired and -led governmental overthrows in Iran
and Guatemala, covert operations of all types in
Vietnam and Eastern Europe, and assassination attempts against political leaders in the Congo and
Cuba. Returning to an earlier view of Ike, Cook regards him as a “captive hero,” the “chosen instrument” of the leaders of the great multinational corporations “to fight for the world they wanted.”
One does not have to accept Cook’s “captive
hero” view to realize that . . . Ike had his shortcomings and he suffered serious setbacks. For all his
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openness to new ideas, he was rigid and dogmatic in
his anti-communism. The darker side of Eisenhower’s refusal to condemn McCarthy was that Ike
himself agreed with the senator on the nature, if not
the extent, of the problem, and he shared the senator’s goals, if not his methods. After his first year in
office, Ike made a list of his major accomplishments
to date. Peace in Korea was first, the new defense
policy second. Third on the list: “The highest security standards are being insisted upon for those employed in government service,” a bland way of saying that under his direction, the Civil Service
Commission had fired 2,611 “security risks” and reported that 4,315 other government workers had resigned when they learned they were under investigation. That was the true “hidden hand” at work, and
the true difference between Ike and McCarthy —
Ike got rid of Communists and fellow travelers (and
many liberals) quietly and effectively, while McCarthy, for all his noise, accomplished nothing.
Thus, no matter how thoroughly the revisionists
document Ike’s opposition to McCarthy personally
or his support for Warren, it remains true that his
failure to speak out directly on McCarthy encouraged the witch hunters, just as his failure to speak
out directly on the Brown v. Topeka decision encouraged the segregationists. The old general never admitted that it was impossible for him to be truly
above the battle, never seemed to understand that
the president is inevitably a part of the battle, so
much so that his inaction can have as great an impact
as his action.
With McCarthy and Brown v. Topeka in mind,
there is a sad quality to the following Eisenhower
diary passage, written in January 1954, about a number of Republican senators whom Ike was criticizing
for being more inclined to trade votes than to provide clear leadership:

cise leadership must be ready to meet this requirement face
to face when it arises; unless he is ready to fight when necessary, people will finally begin to ignore him.

They do not seem to realize when there arrives that moment at which soft speaking should be abandoned and a
fight to the end undertaken. Any man who hopes to exer-

Good enough, but a critic would be quick to
point out that Ike’s “tiny splinter group” managed
to play a large role in the nominations of Barry

One of Ike’s greatest disappointments was his failure to liberalize and modernize the Republican
party, in order to make it the majority party in the
United States. “The Republican party must be
known as a progressive organization or it is sunk,”
he wrote in his diary in November 1954. “I believe
this so emphatically that far from appeasing or reasoning with the dyed-in-the-wool reactionary
fringe, we should completely ignore it and when
necessary, repudiate it.” Responding to cries of “impeach Earl Warren,” Ike wrote in his diary, “If the
Republicans as a body should try to repudiate him, I
shall leave the Republican Party and try to organize
an intelligent group of independents, however
small.” He was always threatening to break with the
Republican party, or at least rename it; in March
1954, he told Hagerty, “You know, what we ought
to do is get a word to put ahead of Republican —
something like ‘new’ or ‘modern’ or something. We
just can’t work with fellows like McCarthy, Bricker,
Jenner and that bunch.”
A favorite revisionist quotation, which is used to
show Ike’s political astuteness, comes from a 1954
letter to his brother Edgar:
Should any political party attempt to abolish social security
and eliminate labor laws and farm programs, you would
not hear of that party again in our political history. There
is a tiny splinter group, of course, that believes that you
can do these things. Among them are H. L. Hunt, a few
other Texas oil millionaires, and an occasional politician
and businessman from other areas. Their number is negligible and they are stupid.
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Goldwater, Richard Nixon, and Ronald Reagan. In
short, although Ike saw great dangers to the right in
the Republican party, he did little to counter the reactionary influence in his own organization. Franklin
Roosevelt did a far better job of curbing the left
wing in the Democratic party, and generally in
building his party, than anything Ike did for the Republicans. . . .
Shortly after Ike left office, a group of leading
American historians was asked to rate the presidents.
Ike came in near the bottom of the poll. That result was primarily a reflection of how enamored the
professors were with FDR and Harry Truman.
Today, those same historians would compare Ike
with his successors rather than his predecessors and
place him in the top 10, if not the top five, of all
our presidents. No matter how much one qualifies
that record by pointing to this or that shortcoming
or failure of the Eisenhower administration, it remains an enviable record. No wonder the people
like Ike.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
1 Describe the picture of Ike that dominated
both historical and popular thinking in the twenty
years following Eisenhower’s second term of office.
What kind of president did most people think he
had been?

2 What led historians to reevaluate Eisenhower? In
particular, what new sources came to light and what
effect did they have on new scholarship?
3 Describe the “new” Ike discovered by revisionist
historians in the 1970s and 1980s. Why do you think
Ike’s political and personal integrity, his energy, and
his moderation are now seen as a deliberate policy
rather than as products of apathy or lack of imagination? What motivated Eisenhower to keep his strong
opinions about Chief Justice Warren, Senator McCarthy, and others to himself? Why did he allow
people to think his foreign policy was being directed
by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles? Why did
Ike almost always work behind the scenes to achieve
his aims? Why didn’t he care if people thought he
was a dull, golf-playing, do-nothing president?
4 Ambrose contends that Ike’s major achievement
was keeping the peace during the 1950s and resisting
tremendous pressure from his critics and from his
own party to increase military spending. Why did
the old general understand the military as no one else
could? Do you see a degree of prescience in Eisenhower’s fears of the future effect of military spending
on the American economy?
5 Were you surprised when Ambrose revised the
revisionists in the last paragraphs of this selection?
What does Ambrose see as Eisenhower’s greatest disappointment? His most signal failures? Where would
you rank Ike among all American presidents?
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